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Abstract—To reduce accidents in the industry, WSNs (Wireless Sensor networks)’ sensor data is used. WSNs’ sensor data has the persistence and continuity. Therefore, we design and exploit the buffer management system that has the persistence and continuity to avoid and deliver data conflicts. To develop modules, we use the multi buffers and design the buffer management modules that transfer sensor data through the context-aware methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many plants and factories, accidents are steadily increasing. So, these have happened many deaths and injuries. This fact expresses that the attention has been shown to the question of the safety management.

This system, the safe management system, is preventing system that is aware of the context through many wireless sensor nodes’ information.

The Wireless sensor nodes’ sensor data generally has special features that they acquire and deliver real-time information unlike general data information. Sensor nodes have low cost, low power, persistence and are placed in the plants and factories. The nodes start to transmit sensed data values to neighbor nodes or sink node.

There is a possibility of conflicting each data because much data information in real-time drops in the system. A possibility of conflicting each data increases and the important data information substantially can’t access the top monitoring level. Finally, a possibility of accident prevention decreases. Consequently, in this paper, to reduce conflicting between each data, we design buffer management module to manage sensor data and evaluate performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a short survey of previous works with buffer management system. In Section 3, we describe the general industrial system architecture and proposed system architecture. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance analysis of proposed system’s module. Finally, Section 5 outlines the main conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, a number of publications have dealt with methods to avoid conflicting each data and to reconstruct data types.

In Floyd et al. (1997)[1], used buffer’s average value in the internet environment and control crowded data. If the Packet’s value exceed average value, the system lose buffer. That method common control crowded data in the internet environment.

Shigang et al. (2006)[2], used 1/k-buffer method to avoid congested and conflicting each neighbor node in the wireless network environment. The value of K is a number of using extra buffer and increasing or decreasing according to exceed buffer’ value. This method is a level to treat data in the wireless network environment, but this method is unsuitable our proposed system. Our proposed system treats sensor data to avoid conflicting data, is not communicated with each neighbor node.

Soo Han et al. (2008)[3], used multi-buffers to deal with a high speed data of RFID system. This system use increasing or decreasing a number of buffer along the input data velocity. But if the system appears temporarily to increase a number of the buffer, it causes to process system slowly.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. The overall system structure

Fig. 1 shows the overall system structure of the danger decision correspondence in the industry. First, there are various sensor nodes to predict danger context in the industry. Values of the sensor data have a proper data structure as numbers of the industry accidents. Second, data move to our proposed buffer management system. They have a priority by the data policies. If they have a correct priority, system has stable. There is not conflicting data. Finally, data move to the danger context decision system and the system gives the alarm to users.[4]

B. The buffer management system structure[5]
Fig. 2 shows that we propose the buffer management system’s structure. In this paper, our proposed buffer management system has next following properties and data policies, sets up a priority.

a. The input data stream: The input data stream means that the incoming velocity of the sensor data. The buffer manager checks the incoming velocity of the sensor data, because the incoming velocity is influenced by a number of the sensor data. Eq.(1) shows that the incoming velocity of the sensor data. In Eq.(1), $S_i$ means the incoming velocity, $S$ means the Sensor data stream, and $Sn$ means that a number of the sensor data’s incoming. In Eq.(1), if a number of data increase, the incoming velocity also increase. Consequently, we control the incoming velocity and reduce a possibility of the confliction.

$$S_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} S$$ (1)

b. Context – Fire, Air: In this paper, we propose the second proper that the buffer manager controls data through a context-aware module. The purpose of our designed system processes various accidents such as Fire, Explosion, Air pollution. To handle quickly various contexts, we set up a context-aware module to prepare emergency. Statistically, in this paper, we propose contexts about Fire and Air pollution.

c. Distance vector: Third proper, we use the data structure and set a priority. Table. 1 shows that we propose data structures. One is Fire structure, another is Air pollution data structure.

In Table. 1 and Eq.2, we use data policies. It defines ‘distance vector’. It has a turn as follows. First, we know each data structure’s value. Next, we get that each data values square and all of values plus and calculate root-square. This means that we get the average distance which shows a small calculation. A small calculation means that system needs not to operate impractical.

$$\text{FireCOST}(i) = \sqrt{a \times \text{temp}^2 + \beta \times \text{humid}^2 + \gamma \times \text{o2}^2}$$

$$\text{AirCOST}(i) = \sqrt{a \times \text{co2}^2 + \beta \times \text{no2}^2 + \gamma \times \text{so2}^2 + \delta \times \text{nh3}^2 + \epsilon \times \text{o3}^2}$$ (2)

C. The buffer management system’s efficient algorithm

In Table.2, shows a algorithm of the buffer management system. First, we compare the incoming velocity about a number of data (line 1). Next, we select a context-aware value to the incoming velocity.(line 2)

```
Algorithm
1: if DataStreamV_Weight is high value then
2: Select Context_Values.
3: if data is Context_WarnigValue then
4: maximum priority
5: else
6: calculate distance vector
7: if distance vector is high then
8: maximum priority
9: else wait in the context_Buffer
10: else select context_WaringValue.
11: end if
```

we classify according to value of the context condition. And we give a maximum priority that the data value exceeds basic context warning value to data.(line 3–4). Extra data that deal with a priority move to next data policy that is a ‘distance vector’. This stage, we calculate and compare data values. The sensor data that get a high value moves to a priority step. The last sensor data wait for buffers, such as Fire buffer or Air buffer.

The values of the context-aware and context-warning are different values according to the system environments.
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of data processing time according to the quality of the module. Basically, we assume, first, the data creation is 2 seconds. Second, we assume that the production rate is 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000, 1000000, for 2 seconds and measure it. Third, values of data are not real values. So we assume values of an arbitrary data.

Fig. 4 and Table. 3 show the simulation result. We know the proposed model and the general model’s values too much alike. But, the last value shows the increasing sudden data could not perform data processing. Also, if numbers of data are small, the general model should perform data processing fast. But, finally, our proposed model is a proper system because the industry sensors continue to send millions of data and add another data policy. So, we predict it is a development possibility to improve the system performance. And we design a flexible system because we add a data policy and it handle millions of data.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the buffer management system to access the danger decision system and to avoid confliction. We design the buffer management system and evaluate the performance of the module.

Next, we use the designed system model, proposed algorithm, the performance of the main module and exploit the system and reach the perfection. We perform and evaluate our proposed system in the industry. Lastly, we continue to develop the system.
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